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ABSTRACT
The approximation problem for vertex cover of
is treated.
Two results are presented:

i.

(i)

A linear time approximation
performance bound is 2/3.

algorithm

(2)

An 0(n log n) time approximation

n-vertex planar graphs

for which the (error)

scheme.

programming)

INTRODUCTION
Let G(V,E) be a simple undirected graph.

graphs,

A

edge has at least one endpoint in the subset.

linear-time

The

vertex cover problem is, given G, find a vertex

0(n21ogn)

cover of minimum cardinality.

for which

approximation

algo ri thms.

e = 2/3.
be an approximation

algorithm.

by VC A the vertex cover which A produces
by VC* a minimum vertex cover of G.
We say that

e

A

approxima-

for which e = 1/2;

algorithm for planar graphs, with

and planar graphs, which are useful in the following
section.

E > O.

is a performance bound of

for planar graphs,

In Section 3 we prove some facts about graphs

Denote

for G, and

Let

for planar graphs,

In Section 2 we present a linear-time

Thus, it

is natural to look for efficient approximation

A

algorithm

bound with a
[4] found an

e = 3/5, and polynomial-time

approximation

Let

Hochbaum

and Even

all her results are for weighted graphs.

to be cubic or

planar with maximum vertex degree 4 [i].

algorithm.

tion algorithm

The vertex cover problem is known to be NP-hard,
even if the graphs are restricted

algorithm for weighted

e = I, and Bar-Yehuda

[3] achieved the same performance

is called a vertex cover if every

subset of vertices

approximation

for which

One of the more interesting

for planar graphs,

if

facts is that

IVC*I is greater than one third

of the number of vertices whose degree is greater

for every graph

than 2.
IVCA(-

IVC*I

An approximation scheme is a scheme which for

fvc*l

every

Gavril suggested a linear-time
rithm for which
Hochbaum

approximation

yields a polynomial-time

algorithm with performance

algo-

bound

we present an approximation

e = 1 (see [i] page 134).

[2] showed a polynomial-time

s > 0

of planar graphs which is

(linear

s.

approximation
independent
2,

0(n log n) time.

$00.75
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[5], i.e.

set of planar graph.

LINEAR-TIME APPROXIMATION
GRAPHS, WITH c = 2/3

follows:

1982 ACM 0-89791-067-2/82/005/0303

Here

scheme for finding a maximum

Gavril's approximation

©

In Section 4

scheme for vertex cover

we use the result of Lipton and Tarjan
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approximation

Find a maximal

ALGORITHM FOR PLANAR

algorithm

(~ " i) is as

(not necessarily

a maximum)

matching of

G.

VC consists of all the endpoints

of edges in the matching.
It is easy to see that this algorithm yields a
VC which satisfies

IVCI/Ivc* I < 2 ;

each edge in the

matching requires at least one of its endpoints
be in every vertex cover, and we use both.
way of looking at this is as follows:
edge

u -- v.

inate

global performance

VC ÷ VC U X, U ÷ U-X.

(1.4)

End

(Phase 2)

(2)

to

Another

u

or

(2.1)

While

(2.2)

Let

v

(2.3)

Let

(2.4)

X = {xlv- x in ~(U)} = {Xl,X2,...,Xd} ,
and for some x 6
x -- y in G(U)},

X,

y 6 Y and x - y in ~(U)}.

In the bipartite graph (X,Y,E') we find
a complete matching of {Xl,X2,...,Xd_ I}

We use a similar approach, but instead of
relying on single edges we rely on subgraphs

be a vertex of ~(U) of minimum
d, [i ÷ i+l, d i ÷ d].

E' = {x- y l x 6 X ,

the

bound is also i.

into Y.

for

which we get a better local performance bound.

do

Y={YlY6U-{v}

G.

bound is i, and therefore

U # @

v
degree

choose both and elim-

u, v and all their incident edger from

The local performance

Let X ~_ U s.t. ~(U) is a triangle.

(1.3)

Choose an

This edge requires either

to be in the vertex cover;

(1.2)

Let

Y'

be the set of d-i

vertices of Y which are used in the
For

example,

a triangle

vertices

to be in every vertex cover, and by using

matching.

requires at least two of its

all three we get a local bound of 1/2.

(3)

(2.5)

VC÷VCUXUY',

(2.6)

End

U÷U-{v}-

X-Y'.

Stop.

The subgraph shown in the diagram below consists

Let

e

be the number of iterations
e
~ = (i~idl)/e.

of a 3-edge matching.
value of

(the final

i) and

Observe

that in (X,Y,E'),

degree of each

of Step (2.4), the

x 6 X is at least d-l.

Thus, the

task of finding a complete {Xl,...,Xd_ I}

into

Y

is trivial.
Theorem 2.1:
satisfies
Proof:

at least 3 vertices

cover of the graph.

We use

thus, the local performance bound is 2/3.
fore, all the vertices

(Xl,X2,x3,Yl,Y2,V)

requires

and

edge

are

A

removed with all their incident edges, since all

instructions

algorithm.

in square brackets

v -- x d

vertices

uses

3

~({v} U X U Y')

in any vertex cover, since

{Xl,...,Xd_ I} to

Y', plus the

is a matching of cardinality

di;

The

uses

are not necessary,

and are added for analysis of the algorithm only.

IVCI

Let

Ivc*l

~(U)

di

A

2 (=d i)

2d.-I
instead.
We conclude that
I
e
e
[VC* I ~ Z di, while
IVCl = Z (2.di-i).
Thus,
i=l
i=l

these edges are already covered.
Consider the following

In Phase 2, each

the matching of

As be-

requires

in any vertex cover, while

(=2"di-l).

in every vertex

Xl,X2,x3,Yl,y 2

IVCI/Ivc*I < 2 - (i/~).

In Phase i, each triangle

vertices
Thus it requires

The vertex cover, VC, produced by A,

be the subgraph of G(V,E),

induced by

•

2~d.-e
i

i
2 - --

ZH i

d

Q.E.D.

UcV.
In order to analyze the complexity
Algorithm A

(Input: G(V,E).

(0)

VC + ~, U + V,[i + 0].

(i)

(Phase i.

Rodeh [6] for finding triangles

During this phase the graph is

reduced into a triangle-free
(i.i)

While ~(U) contains
[ i + i + l , d i ÷ 2].

of Algorithm

A, we use in Phase i the algorithm of Itai and

Output: VC)

subgraph.)

triangles do-
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in a graph.

Algorithm B
While

Z d(v) = 2"IE I < 4"IV I

there are edges in the graph
For every connected
Find a spanning

,

vEV

do

and the average vertex degree,

component do
tree.

= Ed(v)

d, satisfies

< 4 ,

Ivl

Find a maximal set of disjoint triangles
which contain at least one tree-edge.

contradicting

Delete all the edges of the tree from
the component.

the assumption

If follows that

that

d i > 3.

~ ~ 3, and by Theorem 2.1,

Theorem 2.2 holds.

End

Q.E.D.

End
They prove

Let us, next,

(Theorem 3) that for any graph this

the vertices,

according

to their degrees;

For Phase i, we use again Algorithm B.

[7] for

and Rodeh prove

each

and insertion is 0(log

the number of such operations
complexity of Algorithm A is
time and o(IvI 2) space.

is 0(IEI).
0(IEi(log

Obviously,

Thus

0(iv I) time, and

Specifically,

the

we change the implementation

search of a maximal set o f ~ i s j o i n t

IvI+IE[i/2))

using a

A is 0(IEI 3/2)

DFS tree [8].

VC, produced by

A

satisfies

vertex

the vertex cover,

by

IvcI/Ivc*I < 5/3.

v

by

v--+u.

for

Let us show that for planar graphs

i = 1,2,...,e.

there

d i <~ 3

no triangles.

This is obvious in Phase I, since

G(U), when Phase 2 begins,
Let

i

be an iteration

~(U), is greater than
Since

~(U)

no self-loops)
each of

~'s

Each edge is counted twice:

the boundary of

Denote by

f

Thus,
(*)

IEI > 2.

Since, by (*) IEI ~ 2-f, Euler's formual implies
21V I - I E I

Also, for
%(v),

If the vertices of the triangle are

the types are as follows:
x- -~ y, x- + z, z + y.

Type 2:

x

Type 3:

x- ÷ z, z

+ y, x- -+ z, y - + z .
÷ y, y ÷ x.

(Input: G(V,E) which has been scanned

Output: A set

S

of vertices which form a

set of triangles.)

S ÷ ~, for every x 6 V, %(x) ÷ 0.
For every x 6 V do
for every
x- * y, X(y) ÷ x.
[Type i]
for every x- + y d_o_
i f %(f(y)) = x an__~ {x,y,f(y)} n s =
then S ÷ S U {x,y,f(y)}.
end
[Type 2]
for every x + y d o
for every y- ~ z d_ff
if %(z) = x and {x,y,z} A S =
then S ÷ S U {x,y,z}.
end
end
[Type 3]
if %(f(f(x))) = x and {x,f(x),f(f(x))} n s =
then S + S n {x,f(x),f(f(x))}.
End.

Euler's formula for planar graph states that

that

z

maximal vertex-disjoint

it belongs to.

the number of faces of G(U).

f-

to u

it belongs to.

2"IE I ~ 4"f .

Ivl +

to

we define an auxiliary label,

Type i:

by DFS.
it

it is counted once in each

of the two face-boundaries

and

Algorithm C

4 edges.

If it is a bridge,

is counted twice in the face-boundary

f(v) = u.

u
v

for which the

di, of the current

faces contains at least

then

from

There are 3 types of triangles which contain

y

(no parallel edges and

and triangle-free,

If it is not a bridge,

contains

3.

is simple

u+v

v

a tree-edge.

minimum degree of the vertices,

by

which will be helpful in the detection of triangles.

d i =2.
The graph

from vertex

u -~ v~ and a back-edge

If

each vertex
Proof:

of the

triangles,

This'does not change the

Let us denote a tree-edge
For planar graphs,

o(IvI).

analysis of the running time.

time if there are no isolated vertices.
Theorem 2.2:

0(IVl 2) space.

Let us show that the space can be cut to

IvI), while

Itai

(Theorem 2) that for planar graphs

the algorithm is

extraction of a vertex of minimum degree and each
vertex deletion

of

Algorithm A, when applied to planar graphs.

algorithm is 0(IEI 3/2) time and 0(IVI 2) space.
For Phase 2, one can use a priority queue

consider the time complexity

~ 4, or

IEI < 2. Iv I
Thus,
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x,

This algorithm is linear in the number of edges,

Here

IS*

is a maximum independent

set and

since every edge is used no more than some constant

is any maximal matching.

(3) times.

are not necessary

for what follows.)

Proof:

be a minimum vertex cover.

The algorithm

can be made more efficient,

at the cost of complicating

its structure,

checks for a vertex which has already

joined

Also, by dropping

parts,

the

set

'and {...}N S = @'

degree.

lists, one list for every

and its degree,

of a vertex can be determined
When an edge is eliminated
endpoints

is eliminated,

so that these data

X2

and

VC*

graph,

as a sub-

i.e.

applicable,
and

set,

X 1 = X 0 VC* and

x 6 X2

in

B

and thus is greater than 2.

is found,

The

a maximum independent

Consider now the bipartite

The degree of

from G, while one of its

and

x -- y in G}.

is the same as in
Now, Corollary

Ix21 <2.1vc*l.

X 1 ~ VC*.

and

But

G,

3.1

is

X2 = X-Xl,

Thus,

By the proof of Theorem

2.2, the minimum degree of the vertices

is at most

21vc*l > Ix21 ~ Ixl -Ivc*l

Thus, one can find a vertex of minimum degree

in constant time.
be implemented

and

It follows that Phase 2 can also

to run in

O(Iv I) time and

(i)

follows.

Condition

0(Iv l)

(ii) follows immediately

and Ivc*l + les*l

space.

SOME GRAPH-THEORETIC

By (i), (iii)

FACTS

from (i)

= Ivl.

M i s a maximal matching then IVC*I < 2"IMI

If
3.

Let

E' = {x -- ylx e x 2, y e vc*

removed from the list it is in, and added to the

3.

is therefore

denoted IS*.

graph of G;

in constant time.

its other endpoint

list of degree one less.

V-VC*

B(X2,VC*,E') , induced by

Also, a table is used to find the

vertex occurrence

VC*

X 2 = X N IS*.

For Phase 2 of Algorithm A, the vertices are
put on doubly-linked

Let

to be

the algorithm produces all the triangles.

possible

M

(ii) and (iii)

by avoid-

ed repeated
S.

(Actually,

follows.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.1:

Let (X,Y,E) be a non-empty planar bi-

partite graph.

Ixl

in X is 3 then
Proof:

Clearly,

Thus,

Ixl

<

graph and

< 2"IYl.

(d X -

the graph has at least 4 vertices,

and contains no triangles.
Theorem 2.2,

Theorem 3.3:

If the degree of all the vertices

As in the proof of

IEl < 21X U Yl"

However,

Proof:

Iml = 3"Ix I.

X

2"lYI.

Corollary

3.1:

bipartite

graph.

in

X

Proof:

Let

are of degree

(X,Y,E) be a non-empty planar

then

IYl.

d X.

satisfies

are forests.

Thus,

B

until all vertices

is greater than 2 then

lXl

Also B and B'

Ixl + IYl > IE'I and the

Theorem follows.
Q.E.D.

< 2-1Y 1 .

As long as there is a vertex in

x

of

The resulting subgraph,
IE'I = dx. IX I.

If the degree of all the vertices

whose

Corollary

3.2:

bipartite

graph and for every

Ixl

then

degree is greater than 3, eliminate one of its
edges.

1)-Ixl <

is a clrcult-free bipartite

Delete edges from

B'(X,Y,E')
Q.E.D.

If B(X,Y,E)

d X = Min d(x),
xCX

B(X,Y,E)

is a circuit-free
x E X, d(x) = 2,

< IYI •

A rosaz~$

The resulting graph is as in the premise of

If

is a simple circuit of

G,

v I -- v 2 -- ... -- v2£ -- Vl, such that for every

Theorem 3. i.

i = 1,2,...,Z

Q.E.D.

d(v2i) = 2.

A bead is a vertex of degree 2 which plays a
Theorem 3.2:

If

X = {xlx 6 V

and

G(V,E)

is a planar graph and

d(x) ~ 3}

is non-empty

role of v2i in some rosary.

then

the following 3 conditions hold:
i

<i)

Theorem 3.4:

Ivc*l > ~ Ixl,

<ii)

I~s*l

(iii)

!MI > l Ixl.

<

Let G(V,E) be a simple planar graph.

If the degree of every vertex is greater than

1

and if

Ivl-$1xl,

Iv¢l
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Y
1

is the set of beads in G, then

> ~- (Ivl

- I~l).

1

Proof:

Let

X = {xlx 6 V

Y = {y]y 6 V and

,

Let

VC

Define

and

d(y) = 2}.

d(x) > 3} and
Clearly,

a minimum vertex cover of the edges of

X U Y = V.

be a minimum vertex cover and IS* = V - V C * .
Y1 = Y N IS*

and

the bipartite graph

Y2 = Y D VC*.

B(Yi-Y,VC*,E'),

E' = {y -- vly 6 Yi-Y, v 6 VC* and
degree of every vertex of
as in G, namely 2.

Consider

Yi-~, in B, is the same

Also~ B is circuit-free;

are beads,

contradicting

Thus, by Corollary

The

satisfies

X

is a minimum vertex cover of

the definition of Y.

4.

Lipton and Tarjan

planar graphs.

4.fvc*l > fxl + IY11 - fir = fvl -;Y2I -I~I

bound is

Ivc*l >~ ]Y2l

problem by using

c,

inequality

Ivl- I~l.

VC=V-

Let

B(X,Y,E) be a bipartite

IS.

• --

graph in

[VC* I

X

is a minimum vertex cover of B.

/log log n

In order to show that this is an approximation

IXI = 0, E = 0, and the theorem holds trivially.

let B(X,Y,E) be such that IYI = m.

Let

y

be a

is derived
y

from

B.

By the

local

the theorem holds on the

resulting graph, and therefore

is true also for the

Put

x

d(y) =i,
in

x-

y

VC* and delete

B'(X-{x}, Y-{y}, E')

be its incident edge.
x, y

satisfies

d(y) = 2

is a rosary.

loss,

subgraph,

B'.

planar,
X-{x}

It follows that

and t h e r e s i d u a l

cover
any

graph will

0(n).

scheme is 0(n log n)log n).

if it is simple,

Y

of all its beads satisfies

By Theorem 3.4, if G is proper then

B.

[vl/Ivc*r <

Thus, it suffices to ensure that the residual graph
Thus,

X

be proper.

B

Choose a simple circuit
the vertices of

without

the degree of its vertices is greater than

I and the set
i

then the degrees of all vertices

Clearly,

apply-

We shall see that the time

A graph G(V,E) is called proper

the premise of the

of B are greater than or equal to 2.
contains circuits.

performace

by f i r s t

in which a vertex

time and its performance bound is 0(i//log

and all their

Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,

is a minimum vertex cover of
If

f o r an i n d u c e s

condition

complexity of this preparatory algorithm is

The resulting graph,

is a minimum vertex cover of
X

this

n > no, then

Thus, the combined approximation
let

incident edges from B.

theorem.

no, if

algorithm

satisfy the above.

original graph.
If

and

ing a preparatory

of minimum degree.
then delete

so > i

n/[VC*[< e .
o
We s h a l l a c h i e v e

Assume that the theorem holds for IYI < m, and

inductive hypothesis,

it suffices to show that

If IYI = 0, then
for some

d(y) = 0

for the VC

ilS*I+IVC*I-IVI=n,

l)

scheme for the VC problem,

If

Since

x 6 X, d(x) I> 2, and for every

By induction on IY[.

Y

(,)

(*) yields

Q.E.D.

vertex in

0(n log n),

This algorithm produces an approximation

We conclude that

Proof:

is

O(i//log log n).

J~s*f-J~sl <
c
IIs*l
/log log n

H owe v e r

y 6 Y, d(y) ~- 2.

set problem of n-vertex

The time complexity

while the performance

SCHEME OF THE

[5] describe an approximation

Thus, for some constant

which for every

B.

AN 0(n log n)-TIME APPROXIMATION
VC PROBLEM FOR PLANAR GRAPHS

[Y[ .

Thus,

Theorem 3.5:

X'

It follows that

Q.E.D.

(i)

>

B'.

in

3.1VC* [ > IX[ .

5.1vc*l

The result-

the premise of

a

scheme for the independent

By Theorem 3 . 2

Put

Thus, by the inductive hypothesis,

is a minimum vertex cover of

3.2,

IVC*[ > [ Y l l -

edges from B.

B'(X',Y',E')

the theorem.

y -- v in G}.

C.

in VC* and delete all the vertices

of C and their incident
ing graph

where

circuit in B is a rosary of G, and its vertices
Yi-~

these vertices

C.
in

The general structure of the preparatory algoC

rithm is as follows:

C are

G(V,E).

307

(Input: A simple planar graph

Output: A minimum vertex cover for

~(U),

6.

U c V, and a residual graph, ~(V-U), which is

by a vertex not in the rosary.

It follows that

proper.)

every bead will eventually be labelled

(0. i)

VC + ~, U ÷ ~, TEST ÷ i

none of the vertices of a rosary will be deleted

(0.2)

While TEST = 1

(1.1)

While there are vertices of degree less than
2 in ~(V-U) do

(1.2)

If v E V-U, d(v) = 0 in ~(V-U)
to U.

'-'.

Also,

in Step (6).

do

Q.E.D.
It is easy to see that the construction of

then add

is 0(n) time.

(1.3)

If v E V-U, d(v) = i in ~(V-U) and v -- u is
its edge then add v, u to U and u to VC. End.

(2.1)

While there are isolated simple circuits in

Also, the total time spent in each

of the Steps (1.2), (1.3) and (3.2) is 0(n), while
each time Step (2.2) or (3.1) is applied,
spent is 0(n).

G~-U) do
(2.2)

of at least 5/6 in each

iteration, except possibly the last.
Let cn.

be an upper bound on the time complex-

i

ity of the i-th iteration, where
Find B(X,Y,E') a bipartite subgraph of ~(V-U).
(Y contains all the beads of ~(V-U); if y C Y
then d(y) = 2 in B; if x C X then d(x) ~ 2 in
B. A detailed construction of such a B will
be given shortly.)

(3.2)

If

IYI ~ 1 iV_U I then

(4.1)

If

IYI < i iV_U I or

(4.2)

End.

the time

Note that the number of vertices in

V-U is reduced by a factor

Let v I -- v 2 -- ... -- ~ -- v I be a simple
isolated circuit in G(V-U).
Add all vertices
vi, l < i < ~
and odd, to VC. Add all v i
i ~i<~
to U. End.

(3.1)

B

v

of vertices in the current graph.
ni ~

VC + VC U X
U ÷ U U X D Y

-n,

the

total

time

is

n. is the number
i
Since

bounded

by

Z cn i ~ c-n ~ {--5~i
i=0
i=0 k6/ = c-n.6 = 0(n).

V-U = ~ then TEST ÷ 0.
If the preparatory algorithm halts with V - U =
then

Let us discuss first the construction of
B(X,Y,E')

of Step (3.1).

VC

is a

minimum vertex cover.

for this is as follows:

This is done as follows:

The reason

Each induced subgraph which

is delted in each of the Steps (1.2),

(1.3) and

(Input: A graph G(V,E); all its vertices are of

(2.2) is covered in a minimum fashion.

degree greater than i and there are no isolated

satisfies

simple circuits. Output: B(X,Y,E').)

is a minimum cover of

If B(X,Y,E')

IYI ~ ~i iV_U I , then by Theorem 3.5
~ ( X U Y).

If the preparatory algorithm halts with

(i)

Label every v E V whose degree is greater than
2 by '+', and put it in a queue Q.

iy I < 61 iV_U I , then by Lemma 4.1,

(2)

While Q not empty d o

beads of

(3)

Remove the first vertex, v, from Q.

Theorem 3.4, the minimum vertex cover of ~(V-U),

(4)

Label all the unlabelled vertices, which are
adjacent to v, with the opposite label (if v
is labelled '+~
label them '-'; if v is labelled '-', label them '+') and put them in Q. End.

VC*, satisfies

(5)

Let X = {xIx E V and is labelled '+'}
Y = {y[y E V and is labelled '-'}
E ' = {x -- yl x E X, y E Y and x -- y in G}.

(6)

~ i l e there are vertices of degree less than 2
in (X,Y,E'), delete them and their incident
edges.

(7)

The resulting bipartite graph is B(X,Y,E').

(8)

~;top.

Lemma 4.1:

X

~(V-U),

Ivc~[ > ~i

satisfies

(Iv-ul

-

Y, the set of

y c y.

I~I) > ~

Thus, by

Iv-uI

,

and the Lipton-Tarjan approximation scheme can be
applied to the residual graph, ~(V-U),

as discussed

in the beginning of this section.
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Proof:

Let

Yl -- Xl -- Y2 --'''-- Y~

a rosary in G.

Since

G

-- x~ -- Yl

be

complexity analysis of the algorithm of Section 4.

contains no isolated

simple circuit, some of the x-vertices are of degree
greater than 2 and are labelled '+' in Step (i).
All the other vertices of the rosary are of degree
2 and therefore their labeling cannot be effected
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